Tests of Perturbative QCD and Jet Physics by Womersley, J

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1: \The horse is dead."
on understanding the systematic errors and their correlations as a function of E
T
.
Whether nature has actually exploited the freedom to enhance gluon distributions at
large x will only be clear with the addition of more data | the factor of 20 increase
in luminosity in Run II will extend the reach signicantly in E
T
and should make the
asymptotic behavior clearer. Whatever the Run II data show, this has been a useful
lesson; it has reminded us all that parton distributions have uncertainties, whether
made explicit or not, and that a full understanding of experimental systematics and
their correlations is needed to understand whether experiments and theory agree or
disagree.
DO[4] have extended their measurement of inclusive jet cross sections into the
forward region. Figure 4 shows the measured cross sections up to jj = 3. They
are in good agreement with NLO QCD over the whole range of pseudorapidity and
transverse energy.
1.2 Dijet Production
Both Tevatron experiments have also studied dijet nal states. CDF[5] has presented
cross sections for processes with one central jet (0:1 < j
1
j < 0:7) and one jet allowed
forward (j
2
j up to 3.0). In Fig. 5 these are compared with the NLO QCD prediction
ast a function of the central jet's transverse energy (E
T1
). The data show an excess
above the theory for large E
T1
, just as seen in the inclusive cross section; but since
these events are common to both samples, this is not surprising.
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Figure 2: Inclusive jet cross sections measured at the Tevatron by CDF[1] (left, for






























Figure 3: Inclusive jet cross sections for 0:1 < jj < 0:7 from CDF and DO, compared
with CTEQ4HJ distribution; and size of the systematic errors on the two measure-









































µ = ET    max   /2
Figure 4: Inclusive jet cross sections measured up to jj = 3 by DO[4], compared to
the NLO QCD prediction (from JETRAD using the CTEQ3M parton distributions).
results are all in good agreement with the NLO QCD prediction, as seen in Fig. 6.
1.3 Jet Cross Sections at
p
s = 630 GeV
Both CDF[6] and DO[7] have measured the ratio of jet cross sections at
p
s = 1800
and 630 GeV, exploiting a short period of data taking at the latter center of mass
energy at the end of Run I. This ratio is expected to be a rather straightforward







s is shown in Fig.7. Unfortunately the two experiments are not
obviously consistent with each other (especially at low x
T
) or with NLO QCD (at
any x
T
). At least two explanations have been suggested for the discrepancy. Firstly,
dierent renormalization scales could be used for the theoretical calculations at the
two energies. While allowed, this seems unappealing. Glover has suggested that such
a procedure is in fact natural when a scaling variable like x
T
is used; because x
T
diers
by a factor of about three between the two center of mass energies for a given E
T
, a
factor of three dierence in the renormalization scales is appropriate. An alternative
explanation is oered by Mangano, who notes that a shift in jet energies by of order
3 GeV which might arise from non-perturbative eects would bring the data in line
with the prediction. Such eects might include losses outside the jet cone, underlying
event energy, and intrinsic transverse momentum of the incoming partons; one might
be under or over-correcting the data and the two experiments might even obtain
dierent results depending on how the corrections were done (based on data or Monte
4
Figure 5: Dijet cross sections measured by CDF[5] for events with one central jet
0:1 < j
1
j < 0:7 and one jet allowed forward; left, as a function of the central jet
E
T
for various bins of j
2
j, and right, normalized to the NLO QCD prediction (from
JETRAD).
Carlo, for example). It seems that more work, both theoretical and exerimental, is
needed before this question can be resolved.
1.4 BFKL
DO[8] have used the 630 GeV data to make a measurement which a cynic might
perhaps describe as \yet another attempt to nd an observable which displays BFKL
behaviour." The ratio of cross sections at 1800 and 630 GeV is measured for dijets
with large rapidity separations, using bins such that x and Q
2
are the same in the two
datasets (and therefore the parton distributions cancel, to rst order). Figure 8 shows
this ratio as a function of the rapidity separation  at 630 GeV. The ratio is much
larger than unity, and rises with rapidity separation, qualitatively like the BFKL
expectation | but also like HERWIG. Maybe we are indeed seeing BFKL dynamics,
but given that we apparently can't predict the ratio of inclusive cross sections between
the two energies, I would caution against inferring too much.
1.5 Jet Structure at the Tevatron
All the results presented so far have used a cone jet nder. By running a k
T
jet nder
inside previously identied jets, one can count the number of \subjets" or energy
5
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Figure 6: Dijet jet cross sections measured up to jj = 2 by DO[4], for same side
and opposite side topologies, compared to the NLO QCD prediction (from JETRAD
using the CTEQ3M parton distributions).
clusters. This allows the perturbative part of fragmentation to be studied. DO[9]




s = 1800 and 630 GeV, have inferred the composition of quark and gluon jets. The
extracted subjet multiplicity M for the two species is shown in Fig.9. The ratio of
M   1 for the two cases, which might naively be expected to equal the ratio of gluon
and quark colour charges, is found to be 1:91 0:04, compared with 1:86 0:04 from
HERWIG.
These last three measurements all relied on a very short period of Tevatron running
at 630 GeV, which was surprisingly productive. Though it is politically diÆcult to
get reduced energy running time when one is searching for new physics, I suspect we
may want to do something like this once again in the next run.
1.6 Jet Production at HERA
Many studies of jet production have also been carried out at HERA, by H1 and
ZEUS[10]. Inclusive jet, dijet and three-jet cross sections have been measured as a
function of jet E
T
, pseudorapidity and Q
2
, typically using a k
T
jet nder. The results
are in good agreement with NLO (where available) or LO QCD. ZEUS have also
reported a study of subjets similar to that described above[11]; they nd that the
subjet multiplicity rises as the jet becomes more forward, which is consistent with
the expectation that more gluon jets would be produced in this region of phase space
(and also consistent with the HERWIG Monte Carlo).
6
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Figure 7: Ratio of jet cross sections at
p
s = 1800 GeV to
p































Figure 8: Ratio of cross section at
p
s = 1800 GeV to that at
p
s = 630 GeV, for
events with dijets widely separated in rapidity[8].
7
Figure 9: Subjet multiplicities measured by DO using a k
T
algorithm to nd clusters
within jets; distributions for quark and gluon jets are inferred using
p
s = 1800 GeV
and
p
s = 630 GeV data[9].
2 Direct Photon Production
Historically, many authors hoped that measurements of direct (or prompt) photons
would provide a clean test of QCD, free from the systematic errors associated with
jets, and would help pin down parton distributions. In fact photons have not lived
up to this promise | instead they revealed that there may be unaccounted-for eects
in QCD cross sections at low E
T
. (Because photons can typically be measured at
lower energies than jets, they provide a way of exploring the low-E
T
regime). Results
from the Tevatron experiments [12][13][14] are shown in Fig. 10. While the general
agreement with the NLO calculation of Owens and collaborators[15] is good, there is
a denite tendency for the data to rise above the theory at low energies.
An often-invoked explanation for this eect is that there is extra transverse mo-
mentum smearing of the partonic system due to soft gluon radiation. The magnitude
of the smearing, or \k
T
", is typically a few GeV (at the Tevatron), motivated in
part by the experimentally measured p
T
of the  system in diphoton production
which peaks around 3 GeV[16]. Inclusion of such k
T
as a Gaussian smearing in the
calculation gives much better agreement with the data, as shown in Fig. 11.
One should note that a shape a bit closer to that observed in the data can be
obtained in other ways. Vogelsang et al.[17] use a NLO treatment of fragmentation
and allow the renormalization and factorization scales to dier, yielding the curves
shown in Fig.12 without any k
T
.
Much larger deviations from QCD are observed in xed-target experiments such
as E706 at Fermilab[18]. Again, Gaussian smearing (with k
T
 1:2 GeV in this case)





































Figure 10: Inclusive isolated direct photon cross sections at the Tevatron; the left
hand plot shows CDF[12] and DO[13] measurements and the right hand plot shows
the latest CDF results[14] (statistical errors only). All are compared with the NLO
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stat and sys uncertainties combined
NLO Theory (µ=pT)
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Æ kT æ  = 3.5 GeV/c
Æ kT æ  = 0.0 GeV/c
Systematic Uncertainties
D0 Preliminary
pp-  → γ γ + X,  80 pb-1
| η | < 1.0,  ET1 > 14. ET2 > 13.
NLO QCD (Bailey at el.),CTEQ2M µ=ET
RESBOS Smeared (Balazs et al.)
PYTHIA Smeared, CTEQ2M
Figure 11: The isolated photon cross section at the Tevatron (left hand plots) agrees
rather better with QCD if 3.5 GeV of transverse momentum smearing (\k
T
") is added
to account for soft gluon emission. The magnitude of the k
T
smearing is consistent
with the most probable momentum of  pairs (right hand plot)[16].
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Figure 12: Latest CDF isolated photon cross section normalized to the NLO QCD
prediction of Vogelsang et al.[17], showing various choices of PDF and renormalization
scale within this prediction. Statistical errors only.
Aurenche and collaborators[19], who nd their calculations, sans k
T
, to be consistent
with all data with the sole exception of E706 (see Fig. 14). They say \it does not
appear very instructive to hide this problem by introducing an arbitrary parameter
tted to the data at each energy." Indeed, I believe that Gaussian smearing has told
us pretty much all that it can. Its predictivce power is small: what happens to forward
photons, for example? The \right way" to treat soft gluon emission should be through
a resummation calculation which works nicely for  and W=Z transverse momentum
distributions. Unfortunately, this approach does not seem to model the E706 data,
which still lie a factor of two or more above the resummed QCD calculations[20][21]
(Fig. 15). I do not know if there are other terms that can be resummed, of whether this
should be taken as an implication that the whole idea of soft gluons being responsible
for this discrepancy is mistaken.
As an interesting aside, we may note that the ZEUS measurement of prompt
photon production at HERA[22], which covers a similar range of transverse momenta
to E706, agrees well with NLO QCD without any need for k
T
(Fig. 16). It is true that
the agreement is only good if the \resolved" photon contribution to the DIS process
is included, and this does form a kind of resummation. It has also been pointed out
that the enhancements from k
T
would be smaller here than for E706 as the cross
section is less steeply falling, with only a 20% enhancement expected at E
T
= 5 GeV.
In summary, direct photon production has proved extremely interesting and re-
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Figure 13: The left hand plot shows the isolated photon and 
0
cross sections mea-
sured by E706[18], compared with the NLO QCD prediction with and without ad-
ditional k
T
smearing. The right hand plot shows the increase in the cross section
obtained when various values of k
T
are used.
Figure 14: Compilation of isolated photon cross sections compared with NLO QCD,






s. From Aurenche et al.[19]
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pN −> γ + X   s1/2=38.8 GeV
µ=pT/2 (upper)    2pT (lower) 
E−706 data
NLO + two loop approximation
NLO
Figure 15: Resummed calculations of isolated photon production compared with the
E706 data; left, by Catani et al.[20] and right, by Kidonakis[21].
hotly debated, the experiments may not all be consistent, and resummation has not
proved to be the answer.
3 Weak Bosons
3.1 Z Transverse Momentum
DO has new results on the transverse momentum distribution of the Z boson[23].
Figure 17 shows the data compared with a variety of QCD predictions. Clearly
the xed-order NLO QCD is not a good match for the data, while the resummed
formalism of Ladinsky and Yuan[24] ts rather well. On the other hand the resummed
calculations of Davies, Webber and Stirling[25], and of Ellis and Veseli[26], do not
oer quite as good a description of the data.
3.2 W+jets
DO used to show a cross section ratio (W + 1jet)=(W + 0jet) which was badly in
disagreement with QCD. This is no longer shown: the data were basically correct,
but there was a bug in the way DO extracted rhe ratio from the DYRAD theory
calculation.
Recent CDF measurements of theW+jets cross sections[27] agree well with QCD,
as shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 16: Isolated photon cross section as measured by ZEUS, compared to the NLO
QCD prediction[22].
4 Heavy Flavour Production
At the Tevatron, the measured inclusive b and B meson production cross sections
continue to lie a factor of about two above the NLO QCD expectation. This is seen
by both CDF[28] and DO[29] in the central and forward regions (the dierence is
perhaps even larger for forward b production, as seen in Fig. 19). On the other
hand, QCD does a good job of predicting the shape of inclusive distributions, and
of the correlations between b quark pairs, so it seems unlikely that any exotic new
production mechanism is responsible for the higher than expected cross section.
There are now results on heavy quark production at LEP 2. In particular, L3 has









As shown in Fig. 20 the cross section is, once again, 2{3 times the QCD expectation.
The picture is rather similar at HERA. H1[31] and ZEUS[32] have reported b produc-
tion cross sections in p collisions, using leptons to tag b-jets. As shown in Fig. 21 the
cross section is at least a factor of two above the QCD prediction. We therefore have
a picture of consistent experimental results which are unfortunately all inconsistent
with theory!
If the heavy avour is heavy enough, QCD seems to work rather better. The
current state of measured and predicted top cross sections is summarised in Table 1.
This includes the latest (revised downward) CDF measurement. There is an excellent
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Figure 17: Transverse momentum distribution of the Z, as measured by DO[23]. The
upper plot shows the data and various calculations. The lower left shows the data
normalized to the xed-order QCD prediction and the lower right shows the data
normalized to the resummed calculation of Ladinsky and Yuan[24].
5 Measurements of 
s
The strong coupling 
s
is a fundamental parameter of QCD. Its value cannot be
calculated, but must be determined experimentally. A number of new measurements
have been reported recently.
Deep inelastic scattering data is now being interpreted in an NNLO framework.









) = 0:1163  0:0023. Kataev, Parente










The LEP electroweak working group has reported[40] new values from LEP 1/SLD
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Figure 18: The left hand plot shows the inclusive cross section for W+jets production
at the Tevatron, as measured by CDF[27]. The right hand plot shows the ratio of the
W+jets cross section to the inclusive W cross section.










). The LEP experiments have all extracted 
s
from event shapes,
charged particle and jet multiplicities at
p
s = 130 196 GeV. Monte Carlo programs
are used to model non-perturbative eects. Both L3[41] and OPAL[42] have nicely
demonstrated the running of 
s
; in the case of L3, by using radiative events to access
a lower
p





) from the LEP2 data are around 0:006.
At HERA, 
s
has been extracted from the inclusive jet rate and the dijet rate




) obtained are con-
sistent with the world average, with uncertainties of around 0:005   0:008.







DO[34] 5:9  1:7 (at m
t
= 172 GeV)
Bonciani et al.[35] 5:0 1:6




Table 1: Top production cross sections at the Tevatron, measured and predicted.
15
Figure 19: Cross sections for b production at the Tevatron compared with NLO QCD
predictions, as measured by DO[29]; left, central rapidity region, and right, forward.










) = 0:119  0:004:






) = 0:119  0:003:
We note excellent consistency bwteeen low and high energy data, and between deep
inelastic scattering, electron-positron and hadron collider data. Changes from the
previous world average[46] are minimal.
5.1 Consistency Tests
At this point we know the value of 
s
rather well | it is hard to point to a prediction
which is limited by its precision. Hence some of the more interesting measurements
are really tests of self-consistency and of our understanding of QCD, rather than
determinations of this parameter.
An example is the use of power corrections for the non-perturbative corrections to
event shape variables, as described in Bryan Webber's contribution to these proceed-
ings. I would place DELPHI's extraction of 
s
from oriented event shape variables[47]
in the same category. Fits at m
Z



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































GRV-94 LO, GS-G-96 LO
CTEQ-4L, GRV-LO
Figure 21: H1[31] and ZEUS[32] measurements of the b production cross section at
HERA, compared to NLO and LO QCD respectively.
for the propagation of uncertainties as outlined by Giele and collaborators. This would
spare us from future unnecessary excitement over things like the high-E
T
jet \excess."
Secondly I would like to see a theoretical and experimental eort to understand
the underlying event in hadronic collisions. It is an inconsistent treatment of the
event to subtract it out of the jet energies, as is usually done. The ratio of 1800
to 630 GeV jet cross sections may indicate problems with this approach. And such
understanding would also enable a consistent treatment of double parton scattering
which may be very important at the LHC.
Thirdly we need progress on jet algorithms for hadron colliders. Indeed, there is
a lot of work going on in workshops at Fermilab and Les Houches. There are various
species of k
T
algorithm to be compared, and the question remains whether the cone
algorithm can be made theoretically acceptable. Theoertical requirements centre on
the need for infrared and collinear safety, and the avoidance of ad hoc parameters;
experimentalists worry about sensitivity to noise, pileup and negative energies. These
can have potentially large eects on jet measurements especially at low energies, as
shown in Fig. 24.
Fourthly there is one QCD process that we have completely failed to describe so
far. Figure 25 shows a CDF event with a track in the Roman Pot detectors. It is
jet production, a perturbative process which I have claimed is well-modelled by NLO
QCD. Except for one detail: in a substantial fraction (a few percent?) of such events,
one of the protons doesn't break up. Whether we call this pomeron exchange, or
18
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) measurements. The summer 1999 world average
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Figure 23: Value of 
s
as a function of scale (jet transverse energy) inferred by CDF
from the jet cross section using the CTEQ4A series of parton distributions[48].
think of it in terms of parton correlations inside the proton, it doesn't form part of
a consistent description of hard hadronic interactions. My hunch is that we won't
get too far in understanding processes like this as long as we think of them as being
somehow alien to perturbative QCD.
7 Conclusions
In conclusion, testing QCD typically means testing our ability to calculate within
QCD. In fact our calculational tools are working quite well, especially at moderate to
high energy scales. The state of the art is NNLO calculations, and NLL resummations.
However, interesting things (challenges!) start happening as we reduce the energy
scale to of order 5 GeV. We have problems calculating b quark cross sections; there
are problems with low-p
T
direct photon production (k
T
?); and perhaps indications of
eects of a few GeV in jet energies. In addition, there are other challenges for the
future: identication of appropriate jet algorithms, understanding of the underlying
event in hadron-hadron collisions, understanding parton distribution uncertainties,
and obtaining a consistent picture of hard diraction processes. With two new hadron
collider facilities coming on line in the next decade, we can be assured of a vibrant
future for perturbative QCD and jet physics.
20
Figure 24: The importance of noise to jet algorithms. The gure shows a DO sim-
ulation of thrust distributions evaluated using k
T
jets. The calorimeter measures a
distribution close to the ideal, until noise is added to the simulation, at which point
it is dramatically shifted to lower values.
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Alex Firestone (NSF): Regarding the isolated inclusive photon distributions, how
plausible is it that at least some of the problem is due to signal extraction above
background? Dierent experiments have dierent calorimeter resolution and dierent
criteria for photon isolation. Could this be the source of the inconsistencies?
Womersley: Having carried out these analyses myself at the Tevatron, I certianly
understand that there are large systematic errors at low E
T
because of the big jet
backgrounds. There are also problems in computing the eects of the isolation re-
quirements on the theoretical predictions. But the diÆculty pointed out by Aurenche
et al. is that the E706 and the ISR data do not agree. I do not really want to
speculate on why that might be so.
Jonathan Butterworth (University College London): It's true that the photon
structure function is a way to resum partonic contributions. But the partons from
the photon are collinear, so the k
T
eect is not included in this calculation.
Paul Soding (DESY): One of your wishes for Christmas has already become true;
there is an analysis by Michael Botje which provides PDF's with uncertainties. The
paper is available.
Michel Davier (LAL, Orsay): I think that the 
s
average you quoted from Siggi
Bethke has a very conservative uncertainty (0.003). The 2 most precise determinations
(from  decays and the Z width) have uncertainties already at this level and the jet
rate at LEP yields results approaching this accuracy. These determinations have
dierent systematics. So I would rather think that the combined uncertainty is 0.002
at most.
Siggi Bethke (Aachen and MPI Munich): Most of the individual errors quoted
are lower limits, because there is some freedom to adjust the theoretical uncertainties.
The new world average that was quoted relies, for the rst time, on NNLO calculations
alone, and also assumes some degree of correlation between individual errors. The
scatter of the central values of the results is also  0.003.
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